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Scepticism, and the MindScepticism, and the Mind

Last Time Last Time ……
…… we looked at scepticism about INDUCTION. we looked at scepticism about INDUCTION.

This Lecture This Lecture ……
…… will move on to SCEPTICISM concerning will move on to SCEPTICISM concerning
the external world, most famously exemplifiedthe external world, most famously exemplified
in Descartesin Descartes’’ first  first MeditationMeditation, and his related, and his related
claims about the nature of MIND AND BODY.claims about the nature of MIND AND BODY.

The Next Lecture The Next Lecture ……
…… will say more about modern responses to will say more about modern responses to
SCEPTICISM, and focus on KNOWLEDGE.SCEPTICISM, and focus on KNOWLEDGE.
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Two Kinds of ScepticismTwo Kinds of Scepticism

Vertical ScepticismVertical Scepticism
–– Inferring from one kind of thing to Inferring from one kind of thing to a differenta different

kindkind (e.g. inferring from one (e.g. inferring from one’’s sensations ors sensations or
appearances, to the existence of real physicalappearances, to the existence of real physical
objects that cause them).objects that cause them).

Horizontal ScepticismHorizontal Scepticism
–– Inferring things Inferring things of the same kindof the same kind as one has as one has

experienced (e.g. inferring from oneexperienced (e.g. inferring from one’’ss
sensations or appearances, to expect similarsensations or appearances, to expect similar
sensations or appearances in the future).sensations or appearances in the future).
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External World ScepticismExternal World Scepticism

It can seem that (It can seem that (““verticalvertical””) external world) external world
scepticism is far more worrying thanscepticism is far more worrying than
((““horizontalhorizontal””) inductive scepticism:) inductive scepticism:
–– Maybe I am just dreaming, and there is noMaybe I am just dreaming, and there is no

external world at all.external world at all.
–– Maybe an evil demon is causing me to haveMaybe an evil demon is causing me to have

illusions of an external world.illusions of an external world.
–– Maybe a wicked scientist has my brain in aMaybe a wicked scientist has my brain in a

vat, and is creating these illusions.vat, and is creating these illusions.
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DescartesDescartes’’ Approach Approach

The only way to defeat scepticism is toThe only way to defeat scepticism is to
withhold assent from anything that isnwithhold assent from anything that isn’’tt
completely certain.completely certain.
When I consider  When I consider  ““I think, therefore I amI think, therefore I am””, it, it
is quite impossible for me to be mistaken.is quite impossible for me to be mistaken.
So I am completely certain of this, at least.So I am completely certain of this, at least.
By contemplating this first certainty, IBy contemplating this first certainty, I
understand what makes it certain is that Iunderstand what makes it certain is that I
clearly and distinctly perceive itclearly and distinctly perceive it to be true. to be true.
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Descartes and GodDescartes and God

Hence I can establish as a general ruleHence I can establish as a general rule
that that anything I clearly and distinctlyanything I clearly and distinctly
perceive is trueperceive is true..
I clearly and distinctly perceive that GodI clearly and distinctly perceive that God
must exist, because only a perfect beingmust exist, because only a perfect being
could be the ultimate cause of such acould be the ultimate cause of such a
perfect idea as my idea of God.perfect idea as my idea of God.
A perfect God cannot deceive, so I knowA perfect God cannot deceive, so I know
that my faculties are essentially reliable.that my faculties are essentially reliable.
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The Cartesian CircleThe Cartesian Circle

Descartes seems to be Descartes seems to be ““boot-strappingboot-strapping””::
–– proving the existence of God by relying on hisproving the existence of God by relying on his

mental faculties.mental faculties.
–– then appealing to the existence of God tothen appealing to the existence of God to

justify reliance on his mental faculties.justify reliance on his mental faculties.
IsnIsn’’t this viciously circular?t this viciously circular?
–– If my faculties might be defective, then howIf my faculties might be defective, then how

can I trust my proof of the existence of God incan I trust my proof of the existence of God in
the first place?  How can the first place?  How can anyany anti-sceptical anti-sceptical
argument even get off the ground?argument even get off the ground?
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MooreMoore’’s Responses Response

G.E. Moore famously claimed to refute thisG.E. Moore famously claimed to refute this
sort of scepticism by appeal to common-sort of scepticism by appeal to common-
sense knowledge:sense knowledge:
–– HereHere’’s one hand [he holds up a hand], ands one hand [he holds up a hand], and

herehere’’s another [he holds up the other].s another [he holds up the other].
–– If this is a hand, then there is an externalIf this is a hand, then there is an external

world.world.
–– Therefore there is an external world, andTherefore there is an external world, and

scepticism is refuted.scepticism is refuted.
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Two Arguments from Two Arguments from ““P implies QP implies Q””

Modus PonensModus Ponens
P implies QP implies Q P P →→ Q Q
P is trueP is true PP
therefore therefore Q is trueQ is true ∴∴ QQ

Modus TollensModus Tollens
P implies QP implies Q P P →→ Q Q
Q is falseQ is false ¬¬QQ
therefore therefore P is falseP is false ∴∴ ¬¬PP
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One personOne person’’s s modus ponensmodus ponens  ……

Deuteronomy 20:16-17Deuteronomy 20:16-17 commands multiple commands multiple
genocide to avoid religious pollution.genocide to avoid religious pollution.

The religious fundamentalist might say:The religious fundamentalist might say:
Everything in the Bible is trueEverything in the Bible is true..
Therefore genocide is sometimes desirable.Therefore genocide is sometimes desirable.

The humane philosopher would say:The humane philosopher would say:
Genocide is never desirableGenocide is never desirable..
Therefore not everything in the Bible is true.Therefore not everything in the Bible is true.

Which underlined premise is more plausible?Which underlined premise is more plausible?
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…… is another is another’’s s modus tollensmodus tollens  ……

–– If this is a hand, then there is an external world.If this is a hand, then there is an external world.
Moore says:Moore says:
–– We know this is a handWe know this is a hand..
–– Therefore we know there is an external world.Therefore we know there is an external world.
The sceptic says:The sceptic says:
–– We donWe don’’t know that there is an external worldt know that there is an external world..
–– Therefore we donTherefore we don’’t know that this is a hand.t know that this is a hand.
Moore will claim that his premise is moreMoore will claim that his premise is more
plausible than the scepticplausible than the sceptic’’s.s.
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Internalism and ExternalismInternalism and Externalism

WeWe’’d like to agree with Moore, but it seemsd like to agree with Moore, but it seems
hard to justify a claim to knowledge sohard to justify a claim to knowledge so
crudely: doncrudely: don’’t we need some t we need some philosophicalphilosophical
argumentargument rather than a bare common-sense rather than a bare common-sense
claim to justify knowing that this is a hand?claim to justify knowing that this is a hand?
But But ““internalistinternalist”” arguments, like Cartesian arguments, like Cartesian
boot-strapping, have difficulty doing the job.boot-strapping, have difficulty doing the job.
So many recent philosophers have movedSo many recent philosophers have moved
towards towards externalismexternalism (next lecture, and (next lecture, and
compare Mellorcompare Mellor’’s approach to induction).s approach to induction).
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Cartesian DualismCartesian Dualism

The view for which DescartesThe view for which Descartes
is now best known:is now best known:
–– The body is The body is materialmaterial, composed of matter, composed of matter

whose essence (i.e. fundamental property fromwhose essence (i.e. fundamental property from
which other properties follow) is which other properties follow) is extensionextension..

–– The mind is composed of The mind is composed of immaterial substanceimmaterial substance
whose essence is whose essence is thinkingthinking..

This This substance dualismsubstance dualism is to be contrasted is to be contrasted
with with property dualismproperty dualism (i.e. there are both (i.e. there are both
physical and non-physical physical and non-physical propertiesproperties).).
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A Bad Argument for DualismA Bad Argument for Dualism

In his In his DiscourseDiscourse, Descartes argues like this:, Descartes argues like this:
I can doubt that my body exists.I can doubt that my body exists.
I cannot doubt that I exist.I cannot doubt that I exist.

∴∴ I am not identical with my body.I am not identical with my body.

Compare:Compare:
I can doubt that Hesperus is Phosphorus. *I can doubt that Hesperus is Phosphorus. *
I cannot doubt that Phosphorus is Phosphorus.I cannot doubt that Phosphorus is Phosphorus.

∴∴ Hesperus is not Phosphorus.Hesperus is not Phosphorus.

** Hesperus = the Evening Star; Phosphorus = the MorningHesperus = the Evening Star; Phosphorus = the Morning
Star; in fact Star; in fact bothboth are appearances of the planet Venus. are appearances of the planet Venus.
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LeibnizLeibniz’’s Laws Law

If If aa and  and bb are the same thing, then any are the same thing, then any
property of property of aa must also be a property of  must also be a property of bb::

FaFa, a=b , a=b ╞ ╞ FbFb
–– If If FF is the property of  is the property of being doubted by me tobeing doubted by me to

existexist, , aa is  is meme, and , and bb is  is my bodymy body, we get, we get
DescartesDescartes’’ argument from the  argument from the Discourse.Discourse.

–– Likewise Likewise FF could be the property of  could be the property of beingbeing
doubted by me to be Prime Ministerdoubted by me to be Prime Minister (etc.) (etc.)

To simplest way to avoid the fallacy is toTo simplest way to avoid the fallacy is to
deny that these are genuine properties.deny that these are genuine properties.
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A Better Argument for DualismA Better Argument for Dualism

DescartesDescartes’’ argument in  argument in MeditationMeditation VI is less VI is less
fallacious, but has questionable premises:fallacious, but has questionable premises:
–– I have a clear understanding of myself asI have a clear understanding of myself as

(potentially) a thinking, non-extended thing.(potentially) a thinking, non-extended thing.
–– I have a clear understanding of body asI have a clear understanding of body as

(potentially) extended and non-thinking.(potentially) extended and non-thinking.
–– Anything I clearly and distinctly understand couldAnything I clearly and distinctly understand could

be created by God accordingly.be created by God accordingly.
–– So I could exist separately from my body, and itSo I could exist separately from my body, and it

follows that I am genuinely distinct from it.follows that I am genuinely distinct from it.
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From Doubt to EssenceFrom Doubt to Essence

Even in the Even in the MeditationsMeditations, Descartes tries to, Descartes tries to
motivate his claim to know the essence ofmotivate his claim to know the essence of
mind (as thinking) from his doubt argument:mind (as thinking) from his doubt argument:

““what shall I now say that I am [when I might bewhat shall I now say that I am [when I might be
deceived by an evil demon, or dreaming]?  deceived by an evil demon, or dreaming]?  ……
At present I am not admitting anything exceptAt present I am not admitting anything except
what is necessarily true.  I am, then, in a strictwhat is necessarily true.  I am, then, in a strict
sense only a thing that thinks; that is, I am asense only a thing that thinks; that is, I am a
mind, or intelligence, or intellect, or reason mind, or intelligence, or intellect, or reason ……
what kind of thing?  what kind of thing?  …… a thinking thing. a thinking thing.
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Epistemology Epistemology →→ Metaphysics? Metaphysics?

The way in which we come to knowThe way in which we come to know, or be, or be
certain, of something need not reflect itscertain, of something need not reflect its
ultimate nature (or ultimate nature (or why it is that waywhy it is that way).).
–– From From I am thinkingI am thinking, it plausibly follows that (in, it plausibly follows that (in

at least one sense) at least one sense) I am a thing that thinksI am a thing that thinks..
–– But it does But it does notnot necessarily follow that  necessarily follow that I amI am

something whose essence is to thinksomething whose essence is to think..
–– Nor does it follow that the thing that thinksNor does it follow that the thing that thinks

could exist without being extended.  (Imaginecould exist without being extended.  (Imagine
if a piece of matter were made able to think.)if a piece of matter were made able to think.)
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Possibly Distinct Possibly Distinct →→ Actually Distinct? Actually Distinct?

The final move of DescartesThe final move of Descartes’’ argument argument
seems more defensible, in a sense:seems more defensible, in a sense:

  God   God could havecould have created my mind and body created my mind and body
  as separate entities.  as separate entities.

∴∴ It is possibleIt is possible for my mind and body to exist for my mind and body to exist
separately.separately.

∴∴ My mind and body  My mind and body are in factare in fact distinct things. distinct things.
But But ““could havecould have”” must be  must be metaphysicalmetaphysical
possibility, not possibility, not epistemologyepistemology ( (““might havemight have
for all I knowfor all I know””).  So this begs the question.).  So this begs the question.
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The Distinct Substances ProblemThe Distinct Substances Problem

““How can two such distinct substancesHow can two such distinct substances
interact at all?interact at all?””
–– A problem for Descartes, who takes causationA problem for Descartes, who takes causation

to be ultimately to be ultimately intelligibleintelligible..
–– Not a problem Not a problem in principlein principle on a Humean view of on a Humean view of

causation: causation is a matter of lawlikecausation: causation is a matter of lawlike
correlation rather than intelligible connexion.correlation rather than intelligible connexion.

–– But itBut it’’s hard to see what such s hard to see what such ““lawslaws”” could be could be
like, so a difficulty remains (cf. the like, so a difficulty remains (cf. the ““explanatoryexplanatory
gapgap”” between physical and mental). between physical and mental).
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The Causal Closure PrincipleThe Causal Closure Principle

The The causal closure principlecausal closure principle is that physical is that physical
events (or their probabilities) areevents (or their probabilities) are
determined entirely by physical causes.determined entirely by physical causes.
–– Also called Also called ““the completeness of physicsthe completeness of physics””..
–– In this form, the principle is compatible withIn this form, the principle is compatible with

physical eventsphysical events’’ being to some extent  being to some extent randomrandom..
–– Casts doubt on Casts doubt on nonnon-physical causation.-physical causation.
Commonly believed, though its evidentialCommonly believed, though its evidential
base is not base is not soso clear. clear.
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Problems Explaining InteractionProblems Explaining Interaction

The causal closure principle seems toThe causal closure principle seems to
leave no room for a distinct mentalleave no room for a distinct mental
substance capable of influencing the body.substance capable of influencing the body.
Even if we deny the principle, mind/bodyEven if we deny the principle, mind/body
interaction seems mysterious.interaction seems mysterious.
ItIt’’s hard to see how an immaterial minds hard to see how an immaterial mind
could have could have evolvedevolved alongside the body. alongside the body.
–– Do animals have one too?Do animals have one too?
–– Is having a mind Is having a mind ““all or nothingall or nothing””??
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Mind and Body: Different ViewsMind and Body: Different Views
InteractionismInteractionism
–– The mind can causally influence the body (e.g.The mind can causally influence the body (e.g.

movement), and movement), and vice-versavice-versa (e.g. pain). (e.g. pain).
EpiphenomenalismEpiphenomenalism
–– The mind is an The mind is an ““epiphenomenonepiphenomenon””  –– caused by caused by

events in the brain, but itself causally inert.events in the brain, but itself causally inert.
(this account is particularly hard to square with(this account is particularly hard to square with
evolution evolution –– how could such a mind evolve?) how could such a mind evolve?)

PhysicalismPhysicalism
–– Only physical things exist, hence there isOnly physical things exist, hence there is

nothing to the mind beyond the physical brain.nothing to the mind beyond the physical brain.
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The Knowledge Argument (Jackson)The Knowledge Argument (Jackson)

Imagine a scientist (Mary) who learns all theImagine a scientist (Mary) who learns all the
physical facts about colour and colourphysical facts about colour and colour
perception, but who can see only in black,perception, but who can see only in black,
white, and shades of grey.white, and shades of grey.
If she then acquires normal sight, when sheIf she then acquires normal sight, when she
sees colours sees colours she learns what they look likeshe learns what they look like,,
something she didnsomething she didn’’t know before.t know before.
Hence these phenomenal colour propertiesHence these phenomenal colour properties
cannot be physical.  We are forced intocannot be physical.  We are forced into
propertyproperty dualism, if not  dualism, if not substancesubstance dualism. dualism.
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What is a Physical Cause?What is a Physical Cause?

What are the properties of physical matter?What are the properties of physical matter?
–– If matter is just inert, extended (and possiblyIf matter is just inert, extended (and possibly

impenetrable) stuff, then itimpenetrable) stuff, then it’’s hard to see how its hard to see how it
could possibly be the causal basis of thought.could possibly be the causal basis of thought.

–– But quantum But quantum ““mattermatter”” has all sorts of weird has all sorts of weird
properties: charge, spin, properties: charge, spin, ““charmcharm””, , ““strangenessstrangeness””..

–– Could matter have some proto-psychic propertyCould matter have some proto-psychic property
too (too (panpsychismpanpsychism: mind is a fundamental feature: mind is a fundamental feature
of the universe)?  Would this then be of the universe)?  Would this then be physical?!physical?!

–– Physicalism generally shuns such Physicalism generally shuns such ““spooksspooks””..
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Non-Physical ExplanationNon-Physical Explanation

Even with Even with ““non-spookynon-spooky”” physicalism, it physicalism, it
doesndoesn’’t follow that everything in the worldt follow that everything in the world
can be explained in physical terms.can be explained in physical terms.
–– Why does my calculator show Why does my calculator show ““132132”” when I when I

type type ““11 x 12 =11 x 12 =““ ? ?
–– Answer: because 11 x 12 is equal to 132.  TheAnswer: because 11 x 12 is equal to 132.  The

explanation appeals to explanation appeals to mathematicalmathematical facts, not facts, not
just just physicalphysical facts about the calculator. facts about the calculator.

Likewise evolutionary explanation etc. (e.g.Likewise evolutionary explanation etc. (e.g.
in terms of the logic of game theory).in terms of the logic of game theory).
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The Hardware/Software AnalogyThe Hardware/Software Analogy

It is tempting to see the relation betweenIt is tempting to see the relation between
brain and mind as analogous to thatbrain and mind as analogous to that
between hardware and software.between hardware and software.
–– This treats the mind as clearly This treats the mind as clearly distinguishabledistinguishable

from the body, but not a from the body, but not a distinct substancedistinct substance..
Explains away another Cartesian argument:Explains away another Cartesian argument:

Body is divisible.Body is divisible.
Mind is not divisible.Mind is not divisible.

∴∴ Body and mind are distinct.Body and mind are distinct.
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Ryle and Category MistakesRyle and Category Mistakes

The classic category mistake:The classic category mistake:
–– ““II’’ve seen all these colleges and offices, butve seen all these colleges and offices, but

where is the Universitywhere is the University??””
–– Supposes the University to be a separate thing.Supposes the University to be a separate thing.

““MindMind”” as a category mistake: as a category mistake:
–– ““People behave in these various ways, so People behave in these various ways, so theythey

must have a mindmust have a mind distinct from their body. distinct from their body.””
–– Instead, Instead, ““having a mindhaving a mind”” just is a matter of how just is a matter of how

one behaves.  Itone behaves.  It’’s not a separate s not a separate thingthing..
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Strawson and Strawson and ““Many MindsMany Minds””

If one does think of the mind as a separateIf one does think of the mind as a separate
thing from the body, an thing from the body, an ““entityentity”” in its own in its own
right, then this raises the question of howright, then this raises the question of how
such entities are to be such entities are to be individuatedindividuated..
How can I know my brain isnHow can I know my brain isn’’t linked tot linked to
lots of different minds thinking in unison?lots of different minds thinking in unison?
–– Possible answer: I canPossible answer: I can’’t be t be certaincertain, but it, but it’’s ans an

extravagant and arbitrary hypothesis.extravagant and arbitrary hypothesis.
–– However Strawson would probably see evenHowever Strawson would probably see even

the possibility as a the possibility as a reductio ad absurdumreductio ad absurdum..
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The Hard ProblemThe Hard Problem

Physicalism can comfortably accommodate:Physicalism can comfortably accommodate:
–– Non-physical explanation (e.g. in terms ofNon-physical explanation (e.g. in terms of

purposes, as with a chess computer);purposes, as with a chess computer);
–– A notion of A notion of ““mindmind”” analogous to software. analogous to software.
But the But the ““hard problemhard problem”” (Chalmers) remains: (Chalmers) remains:
–– Why is all this accompanied by Why is all this accompanied by phenomenalphenomenal

consciousnessconsciousness (i.e. conscious experience)? (i.e. conscious experience)?
Can this justify substance dualism after all?Can this justify substance dualism after all?
–– Or should we rather admit that we simply donOr should we rather admit that we simply don’’tt

(yet) understand it?  Maybe we never will!(yet) understand it?  Maybe we never will!


